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•	Mounting	instructions •	web	registration	instructions

 

allMeteo	weather	map	&	portal	for	
MeteoHelix	iot	Pro	wireless	weather	stations

For applications where all-weather measurement accuracy meeting  
World Meteorological Organization standards is required.

Mechanically strong, simple to install, even simpler to use and easy to connect to your application.
upgrade to HeLICaL teCHNoLogY

rain	gauge	options

Air Temperature
Air Relative Hu-
midity

Atmospheric 
Pressure

Air Dew Point 
Air Frost Point

Solar Irradiation
(sunshine inten-
sity and duration)

Universal Mount 
(Stainless Steel)
with mounting 
holes for screws 
& slots for hose 
clamps

1. Go to weather.allmeteo.com in a Web browser.
2. Create your account and check for the activation 

email or sign in.

Rain Gauge 
Cable option

Any rain gauge with a 
normally open (NO) contact 
type. Set gauge parameters in 
the allMeteo portal.

Once logged into your allMeteo account:
3.   In the left column navigate to & click My stations 
4.   Click the PLUS sign to add your weather station

Dashboard displays live data tiles with past and 
forecasted trends. Plot allows a maximum of 2 axes 
types to be selected for clarity. If °C and %RH are 
selected, unselect °C to see %RH & Pressure (mBar) 
together.

Place a magnet near 
white filter cap to 
turn ON & OFF. Red 
light flashing every 
5 seconds indicates 
ON-state.

Remove flat nuts & 
washers on Helix by hand, 
insert Helix into holder 
and secure with the flat 
nuts & washers.

www.baranidesign.com
mailto:sales@baranidesign.com
https://weather.allmeteo.com
https://weather.allmeteo.com
https://weather.allmeteo.com/%23/stations
https://weather.allmeteo.com/
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keeP	obstructions	clear	of	tHe	sun	sensor

distanciate	froM	objects	affecting	air	quality	entering	tHe	Helix
1. Since the MeteoHelix very accurately measures whatever air conditions enter its spiral shape, it is 

important to feed it with clean air, free from the effects of obstructions. (See illustrations below.)
2. To achieve atmospheric measurements to WMO standards, it is wise to keep the MeteoHelix clear 

of any objects which affect the air reaching and entering the helix. (See illustrations below.)
3. The helical shape allows internal air sensors to be highly immune to the negative effects of radiat-

ing heat from buildings, asphalt or sand (including reflected light from snow, walls and water).

obstructions	which	affect	air	quality	
near	a	weather	station

1. The sun sensor requires an 
unobstructed view of the sun to achieve 
readings not affected by shadows from 
trees, poles or buildings.

2. Light reflections from nearby windows 
or light colored walls may reflect 
excessive light onto the solar sensor, so 
it is wise to mount it away from these 
objects to achieve highest data quality.

1. Ponds
2. Trees
3. Buildings

4. Roofs
5. HVAC outlets
6. Roads

Keep obstructions of the 
sun away or low obtain 
clean unobstructed  
solar irradiation data.

It is not necessary to 
orient the MeteoHelix 
in any particular 
direction.

Ponds affect humidity.Trees shade the 
sun sensor.

Sun heated 
roofs heat  
up air.

Building walls 
heat up air in 

winter and sun.

wHere	to	Mount: Wire fences, lamp 
poles, posts, and any object which does 
not expose large surfaces to the sun, does 
not throw shadows on the sun sensor and 
allows air to flow freely through it or around 
it, is a good candidate for mounting a 
weather station.

COOL AIR 
ORGANIZES 
INTO HELICAL
FLOW AROUND 
THE SENSOR

WARM AIR IS 
EXPELLED AT 

THE TOP 

-

DIRECT, DIFFUSE SOLAR RADIATION IS 
REFLECTED BY THE WHITE EXTERIOR

INNER HELIX
STOPS INFRARED 
& REFLECTED 
LIGHT FROM 
SURROUNDINGS
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